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CheCklist 

Before starting, ensure you turn off 
and unplug your automatic opener.

Be careful when lifting the braces 
you use proper lifting techniques.

upon completion, ensure your bolts 
are securely fastened.
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You’ll start by closing the door; ensure the door is fully closed to prevent  
damaging the door or locking system. Turn off your motor at the wall and  
disconnect the power cord from the socket.

Firstly, remove the floor anchor screws, by unscrewing them anti clockwise.  
There are three screws per B&D High Wind brace.

Disengage the Hockey Stick and pin, by unclipping the R clip and sliding out the 
stick. (This may not be necessary on doors with no centre brace). Be careful as  
the Hockey stick may swing backwards.

Locate and remove the wing nuts and bolts from each brace, keep handy.  
Swing all flat arms to a down position. 
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Lift and align the B&D High Wind brace, by position the U Bolt onto the bolted  
wall mounted top bracket.  

 Once the brace and holes are aligned begin the process of screwing down the  
Floor Flange with the Anchor Screws. Ensure you screw in each of the Anchor 
Screws previously removed; there are three screws per B&D High Wind brace.

Remove the brace from the footing case (by lifting vertically). 
 

Pick up the B&D High Wind braces stored next to the door. Ensure you have a  
firm grip on the brace and remember to lift with a straight back whilst bending  
at the knees (caution braces weigh 15kg each).

After the top bracket and the U Bolt are connected, align the Floor Flange  
with the anchor holes in the floor.  

Swing all the flat arms on the brace up, so that the long end is aligned with the 
metal hinge. The previously removed wing nuts and bolts can be fitted through the 
arms and the hinge. Once the nuts and bolts are tight ensure the brace is secure. 
For the remaining B&D High Wind braces repeat the process.

Once the braces have been removed from the wall storage mount, move them  
into the door bracing position.  

Unhook the U Bolt at the top of the high wind brace from the top wall storage 
mount (pull away from the wall and lift). 
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